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tional discrimination e . ts in every social arena, in
cluding environmental de . . on making. Burdens and 
benefits are not randomly d ·buted. Reliance solely 
on "objectiVe" science for e 'ronmental decision 
making-in a world shaped larg by power politics 
and special interests-often mas . titurtonal rac
ism. For example, the assignment of" ptable" risk 
and use of "averages" often results from Ue judg
ments that serve to legitimate existing ineq . . A 
national environmental justice framework that 
corp orates the five principles presented above is 
needed to begin addreSSing environmental inequiti 
that result from procedural, geographic, and tal 
imbalances, 

The antidiscrimination and enforce t measures 
caned for here are not more regress' than the initia
tives undertaken to eliminate s ery and segregation 
in the United States. Opp nts argued at the time 
that such actions would the slaves by creating un
employment and des 'ng black institutions, such as 
busine~s and sc . Similar arguments were made 
in oppositio sanctions against the racist system 
of apartheid in South Africa. But people of color who 
live in environmental "sacrifice zones"-from migrant 
farm workers who are exposed to deadly pesticides to 
the parents of inner-city children threatened by lead 
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poisoning-will welcome any new 
will reduce environmental dispa . 
the threats to their families' h 

1. In your experie , where are the most polluted 
e you familiar with any toxic waste 

sites 10 in wealthy neighborhoods? What is 
st polluted neighborhood in your own 

metown? How do you think this situation came 
about? Does it matter if the results were unin
tentional? 

'nk of two or three industries that pose signifi
lth threats to their workers and neighbors. 

these industries located? In which 
which geographic regions? 

3. What do you ider the most important envi
ronmental proble 1 Are there any benefits associ
ated with this proble 1 Who received the bene
fits? Who bears the bur most directly? 

4. Bullard speaks of shifting the rden of proof 
from those who claim to be affected by pollution 
to those who pollute. Do you agree with this? 
What are the costs and benefits of either 
alternative? 

----------------------------------~--------------------------------
Just Garbage 

Peter S. Wenz 

Philosopher Peter Wenz examines the environmental rac· 
ism that seems evident in much of the United States. Wenz 
analyzes the arguments that might be offered to defend or 
rationalize these apparent facts. The most common defense 
claims that economic factors, not radal discrimination, ac
count for the unequal distribution of environmental bur
dens. Thus, even if inequalities are found, they can be ex
plained by extraneous factors having nothing to do with 
race. Although these inequalities are regrettable, they are 
not unjust or immoral. 

Wenz examines this argument and finds it seriously 
flawed. He then reviews other possible rationales based on 
several theories ofjustice and determines that they are all 
wanting. Wenz concludes with a proposal of his own that, 

he believes, is more consistent with the prindple of com
mensurate benefits and burdens. 

Environmental racism is evident in practices that ex
pose racial minorities in the United States, and people 
of color around the world, to disproportionate shares 
of environmental hazards. I These include toxic chemi
cals in factories, toxic herbicides and pesticides in ag
riculture, radiation from uranium mining, lead from 
paint on older buildings, toxic wastes illegally dumped, 
and toxic wastes legally stored. In this chapter, which 
concentrates on issues of toxic waste, both illegally 
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dumped and legally stored, I will examine the justness 
of current practices as well as the arguments com
monly given in their defense. I will then propose an 
alternative practice that is consistent with prevailing 
principles of justice. 

A DEFENSE OF CURRENT PRACTICES 

Defenders often claim that because economic, not ra
cia!, considerations account for disproportionate im
pacts of nonwhites, current practices are neither racist 
nor morally objectionable. Their reasoning recalls the 
Doctrine of Double Effect. According to that doctrine, 
an effect whose production is usually blameworthy be
comes blameless when it is incidental to, although pre
dictably conjoined with, the production of another ef
fect whose production is morally justified. The classic 
case concerns a pregnant woman wit h Ulerine cancer. A 
common, acceptable treatment for uterine cancer is 
hysterectomy. This will predictably end the pregnancy, 
as would an abortion. However, Roman Catholic schol
ars who usually consider abortion blameworthy con
sider it blameless in this context because it is merely in
cidental to hysterectomy, which is morally justified to 
treat uterine cancer. The hysterectomy would be per
formed in the absence of pregnancy, so the abortion ef
fect is produced neither as an end-in-itself, nor as a 
means to reach the desired end, which is the cure of 
cancer. 

Defenders of practices that disproportionately dis
advantage nonwhites seem to claim, in keeping with 
the Doctrine of Double Effect, that racial effects are 
blameless because they are sought neither as ends-in
themselves nor as means to reach a desired goal. They 
are merely predictable side effects of economic and po
litical practices that disproportionately expose poor 
people to toxic substances. The argument is that burial 
of toxic wastes, and other locally undesirable land uses 
(LULUs), lower property values. People who can afford 
to move elsewhere do so. They are replaced by buyers 
(or renters) who are predominately poor and cannot af
ford housing in more desirable areas. Law professor 
Vicki Been puts it this way: "As long as the market 
allows the existing distribution of wealth to allocate 
goods and services, it would be surprising indeed if, 
over the long run, LULUs did not impose a dispropor
tionate burden upon the poor." People of color are dis
proportionately burdened due primarily to poverty, 
not racism2 This defense against charges of racism is 
important in the American context because racial dis

crimination is illegal in the United States in ClrCUm
stances where economic discrimination is permitted I 

Thus, legal remedies to dIsproportionate exposure or 
nonwhites to toxic wastes are available if racism is the 
cause, but not if people of color are exposed merel} 
because they are poor. 

There is strong evidence agamst claims of raCial 
neutrality. Professor Been acknowledges that even if 
there is no racism in the process of siting LULUs, rac
ism plays at least some part in the disproportionate 
exposure of African Americans to them. She cites evi
dence that "racial discrimination in the sale and rental 
of housing relegates people of color (especially African 
Americans) to the least desirable neighborhoods, re
gardless of their income level."· 

Without acknowledging for a moment, then, thal 
racism plays no part in the disproportionate exposure 
of nonwhites to toxic waste, I will ignore this issue to 

display a weakness in the argument that justice is 
served when economic discrimination alone is innu
entia!' I claim that even if the only discrimination 
is economic, justice requires redress and significant 
alteration of current practices. Recourse to the Doc
trine of Double Effect presupposes that the primary ef
fect, with which a second effect is incidentally con
joined, is morally justifiable. In the classic case, abor
tion is justified only because·hystereclomy is justified as 
treatment for uterine cancer. I argue that dispropor
tionate impacts on poor people violate principles of dis
tributive justice, and so are not morally justifiable in the 
first place. Thus, current practices disproportionately 
exposing nonwhites to toxic substances are not justifi
able even if incidental to the exposure of poor peopk. 

Alternate practices that comply with acceptable 
principles of distributive justice are suggested be
low. They would largely solve problems of environ
mental racism (disproportionate impacts on nonwhi
tes) while ameliorating the injustice of disproportion
ately exposing poor people to toxic hazards. The)' 
would also discourage production of toxic substances, 
thereby reducing humanity's negatwe impact on the 
environment. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF COMMENSURATE 
BURDENS AND BENEFIT 

We usually assume that, other things being equal, 
those who derive benefits should sustain commensu
rate burdens. We typically associate the burden of 
work with the benefit of receiving money, and the bur
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dens of monetary payment and tort liability with the 
benefits of ownership. 

There are many exceptions. For example, people 
can inherit money without working, and be given own
ership without purchase. Another exception, which 
dissociates the benefit of ownership from the burden of 
tort liability, is the use of tax money to protect the pub
lic from hazards associated With private property, as in 
Superfund legislation. Again, the benefit of money is 
dissociated from the burden of work when govern
ments support people who are unemployed. 

The fact that these exceptions require justification, 
however, indicates an abiding assumption that people 
who derive benefits should shoulder commensurate 
burdens. The ability to inherit without work is justi
fied as a benefit owed to those who wish to bequeath 
their wealth (which someone in the line of inheritance 
is assumed to have shouldered burdens to acquire). 
The same reasoning applies to gifts, 

Using tax money (public money) to protect the 
public from,dangerous private property is justified as 
encouraging private industry and commerce, which 
are supposed to increase public wealth, The system 
also protects victims in case private owners become 
bankrupt as, for example, in Times Beach, Missouri, 
where the government bought homes made worthless 
due to dioxin pollution. The company responsible for 
the pollution was bankrupt. 

Tax money is used to help people who are out of 
work to help them find a job, improve their credentials. 
or feed their children. This promotes economic growth 
and equal opportunity. These exceptions prove the rule 
by the fact that justification for any deviation from the 
commensuration of benefits and burdens is considered 
necessary. 

Further indication of an abiding belief that benefits 
and burdens should be commensurate is grumbling 
that, for example, many professional athletes and 
corporate executives are overpaid. Although the ath
letes and executives shoulder the burden of work, the 
complaint is that their benefits are disproportionate 
to their burdens. People on welfare are sometimes 
criticized for receiving even modest amounts of tax
payer money without shouldering the burdens of 
work, hence recurrent calls for "welfare reform." Even 
though these calls are often justified as me~s to re
dUCing government budget defiCits, the moral issue is 
more basic than the economic. Welfare expenditures 
are minor compared to other programs, and alterna
tives that require poor people to work are often more 
expensive than welfare as we know it. 

The principle of commensuration between benefits 
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and burdens is not the only moral principle governing 
distfibutive justice, and may not be the most impor
tant..but it is basic. Practices can be justified by show
ing them to conform, all things considered, to this 
principle. Thus, there is no move to "reform" the re
ceipt of moderate pay for ordinary work, because it 
exemplifies the principle. On the other hand, practices 
that do not conform are liable to attack and require 
alternate justification, as we have seen in the cases of 
inheritance, gifts, Superfund legislation, and welfare. 

Applying the principle of commensuration be
tween burdens and benefits to the issue at hand yields 
the follOwing: In the absence of countervailing consid
erations, the burdens of ill health associated with toxic 
hazards should be related to benefits derived from 
processes and products that create these hazards. 

TOXIC HAZARDS 
AND CONSUMERISM' 

In order to assess, in light of the principle of commen
suration between benefits and burdens, the justice of 
current distributions of toxic hazards, the benefits of 
their generation must be considered. Toxic wastes re
sult from many manufacturing processes, including 
those· for a host of common items and materials, such 
as paint, solvents, plastics, and most petrochemical
based materials. These materials surround us in the 
paint on our homes, in our refrigerator containers, in 
our clothing, in our plumbing, in our garbage pails, 
and elsewhere. 

Toxins are released into the environment in greater 
quantities now than ever before because we now have a 
consumer-oriented society where the acquisition, use, 
and disposal of individually owned items is greatly de
sired. We associate the numerical dollar value of the 
items at our disposal with our "standard ofliving," and 
assume that a higher standard is conducive to, if not 
identical with, a better life. So toxic wastes needing dis
posal are produced as by-products of the general pur
suit of what our SOCiety defines as valuable, that is, the 
consumption of material goods. 

Our economy requires increasing consumer de
mand to keep people working (to produce what is 
demanded). This is why there is concern each Christ
mas season, for example, that shoppers may not buy 
enough. If demand is insuffiCient, people may be put 
out of work. Demand must increase, not merely hold 
steady, because commercial competition improves la
bor efficiency in manufacture (and now in the service 
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sector as well), so fewer workers can produce desired 
items. More items must be desired to forestall labor 
efficiency-induced unemployment, which is grave in a 
society where people depend primarily on wages to 
secure life's necessities, 

Demand is kept high largely by convincing people 
that their lives reqUire improvement, which consumer 
purchases will effect. When improvements are seen as 
needed, not merely desired, people purchase more 
readily. So our culture encourages economic expansion 
by blurring the distinction between wants and needs. 

One way the distinction is blurred is through pro
motion of worry. If one feels insecure without the de
sired item or service, and so worries about life without 
it, then its provision is easily seen as a need. Commer
cials, and other shapers of social expectations, keep 
people worried by adjusting downward toward the 
trivial what people are expected to worry about. 
People worry about the provision of food, clothing, 
and hOUSing without much inducement. When these 
basic needs are satisfied, however, attention shifts to 
indoor plumbing, for example, then to stylish indoor 
plumbing. The process continues with need for a sec
ond or third bathroom, a kitchen disposal, and a re
frigerator attached to the plumbing so that ice is made 
automatically in the freezer, and cold water can be ob
tained without even opening the refrigerator door. 
The same kind of progression results in cars with CD 
players, cellular phones, and automatic readouts of av
erage fuel consumption per mile. 

Abraham Maslow was not accurately describing 
people in our society when he claimed that after phys
iological, safety, love, and (self-) esteem needs are met, 
people work toward self-actualization, becoming in
creasingly their own unique selves by fully developing 
their talents. Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs describes 
people in our society less than Wenz's Lowerarchy of 
Worry. When one source of worry is put to rest by an 
appropriate purchase, some matter less inherently or 
obViously worrisome takes its place as the focus of 
concern. Such worry-substitution must be amenable 
to indefinite repetition in order to motivate purchases 
needed to keep the economy growing without inher
ent limit. If commercial SOCiety is supported by con
sumer demand, it is worry all the way down. Toxic 
wastes are produced in this context. 

People tend to worry about ill health and early 
death without much inducement. These concerns are 
heightened in a society dependent upon the produc
tion of worry, so expenditure on health care consumes 
an increasing percentage of the gross domestic prod
uct. As knowledge of health impairment due to toxic 

substances increases, people are decreasingly tolerant 
of risks associated with their proximity. Thus, the 
same mindset of worry that elicits production that 
generates toxic wastes, exacerbates reaction to their 
proximity. The result is a desire for their placement 
elsewhere, hence the NIMBY syndrome-Not In My 
Back Yard. On this account, NIMBYism is not aber
rantly selfish behavior, but integral to the cultural 
value system reqUired for great volumes of toxic waste 
to be generated in the first place, 

Combined with the principle of Commensurate 
Burdens and Benefits, that value system indicates who 
should suffer the burden of proximity to toxic wastes. 
Other things being equal, those who benefit most from 
the production of waste should shoulder the greatest 
share of burdens associated with its disposal. In our 
society, consumption of goods is valued highly and 
constitutes the principal benefit associated with the 
generation of toxic wastes. Such consumption is gen
erally correlated with income and wealth. So other 
things being equal, justice reqUires that people's prox
imity to toxic wastes be related positively to their in
come and wealth. This is exactly opposite to the pre
dominant tendency in our society, where poor people 
are more proximate to toxic wastes dumped illegally 
and stored legally. 

REJECTED THEORIES OF JUSTICE 

Proponents of some theories of distributive justice 
may claim that current practices are justified. In this 
section I will explore such claims. 

A widely held view of justice is that all people de
serve to have their interests given equal weight. John 
Rawls's popular thought experiment in which people 
choose principles of justice while ignorant of their per
sonal identities dramatizes the importance of equal 
consideration of interests. Even selfish people behind 
the "veil of ignorance" in Rawls's "original position" 
would choose to accord equal consideration to every
one's interests because, they reason, they may them
selves be the victims of any inequality. Equal con
sideration is a basic moral premise lacking seriouS 
challenge in our culture, so it is presupposed in what 
follows, Disagreement centers on application of the 
principle, 

Libertarianism 

Libertarians claim that each individual has an equal 
right to be free of interference from other people, All 
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burdens imposed by other people are unjustified un
less part of, or consequent upon, agreement by the 
party being burdened. So no individual who has not 
consented should be burdened by burial of toxic 
wastes (or the emission of air pollutants, or the use of 
agricultural pesticides, etc.) that may increase risks of 
disease, disablement, or death. Discussing the effects 
of air pollution, libertarian Murray Rothbard writes, 
"The remedy is simply to enjoin anyone from injecting 
pollutants into the air, and thereby invading the rights 
of persons and property. Period." 5 libertarians John 
Hospers and Tibor R. Machan seem to endorse Roth
bard's position.6 

The problem is that implementation of this theory 
is impractical and unjust in the context of our civili
zation. Industrial life as we know it inevitably includes 
production of pollutants and toxic substances that 
threaten human life and health. It is impractical to se
cure the agreement of every individual to the place
ment, whether on land. in the air, or in water, of every 
chemical that may adversely affect the life or health of 
the individuals in question. After being duly infonned 
of the hazar4, someone potentially affected is bound 
to object, making the placement illegitimate by liber
tarian criteria. 

In effect, libertarians give veto power to each indi
vidual over the continuation of industrial society. This 
seems a poor way to accord equal consideration to ev
eryone's interests because the interest in physical safety 
of anyone individual is allowed to override all other 
interests of all other individuals in the continuation of 
modem life. Whether or not such life is worth pursu
ing, it seems unjust to put the decision for everyone in 
the hands of anyone person. 

Utilitarianism 

Utilitarians consider the interests of all individuals 
equally, and advocate pursuing courses of action that 
promise to produce results containing the greatest (net) 
sum of good. However, irrespective of how "good" is 
defined, problems with utilitarian accounts of justice 
are many and notorious. 

Utilitarianism suffers in part because its direct in
terest is exclUSively in the sum total of good, and in 
the future. Since the sum of good is all that counts 
in utilitarianism, there is no guarantee that the good of 
some will not be sacrificed for the greater good of oth
ers. Famous people could receive (justifiably accord
ing to utilitarians) particularly harsh sentences for 
criminal activity to effect general deterrence. Even 
when fame results from honest pursuits, a famous 
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felon's sentence is likely to attract more attention than 
sentences in other cases of similar criminal activity. Be
cause potential criminals are more likely to respond to 
sentences in such cases, harsh punishment is justified 
for utilitarian reasons on grounds that are unrelated to 
the crime. 

Utilitarianism suffers in cases like this not only 
from its exclusive attention to the sum total of good, 
but also from its exclusive preoccupation with future 
consequences, which makes the relevance of past con
duct indirect. This affects not only retribution. but also 
reciprocity and gratitude, which utilitarians endorse 
only to produce the greatest sum of future benefits. 
The direct relevance of past agreements and benefits. 
which common sense assumes, disappears in utilitari
anism. So does direct application of the principle of 
Commensurate Burdens and Benefits. 

The merits of the utilitarian rejection of common 
sense morality need not be assessed, however, because 
utilitarianism seems impossible to put into practice. 
Utilitarian support for any particular conclusion is un
dermined by the inability of anyone actually to per
fonn the kinds of calculations that utilitarians profess 
to use. Whether the good'is identified with happiness 
or preference-satisfaction, the two leading contenders 
at the moment, utilitarians announce the conclusions 
of their calculations without ever being able to show 
the calculation itself. 

When I was in school, math teachers suspected that 
students who could never show their work were copy
ing answers from other students. I suspect similarly 
that utilitarians, whose "calculations" often support 
conclusions that others reach by recourse to principles 
of gratitude, retributive justice, commensuration be
tween burdens and benefits, and so forth, reach con
clusions on grounds of intuitions influenced predomi
nantly by these very principles. 

Utilitarians may claim that, contrary to superfi
cial appearances, these principles are themselves sup
ported by utilitarian calculations. But, again, no one 
has produced a relevant calculation. Some principles 
seem prima facie opposed to utilitarianism, such as the 
one prescribing special solicitude of parents for their 
own children. It would seem that in cold climates 
more good would be produced if people bought win
ter coats for needy children, instead of special dress 
coats and ski attire for their own children. But utilitar
ians defend the principle of special parental concern. 
They declare this principle consistent with utilitarian
ism by appeal to entirely untested, unsubstantiated as
sumptiOns about counterfactuals. It is a kind of 'Just 
So" story that explains how good is maximized by 
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adherence to current standards. There is no calcula
tion at all. 

Another indication that utilitarians cannot perform 
the calculations they profess to rely upon concerns 
principles whose worth are in genuine dispute. Utih
tarians offer no calculations that help to settle the mat
ter. For example, many people wonder today whether 
or not patriotism is a worthy moral principle. Detailed 
utilitarian calculations play no part in the discussion. 

These are some of the reasons why utilitarianism 
provides no help to those deciding whether or not dis
proportionate exposure of poor people to toxic wastes 
is just. 

Free Market Approach 

Toxic wastes, a burden, could be placed where resi
dents accept them in return for monetary payment, a 
benefit. Since market transactions often satisfactorily 
commensurate burdens and benefits, this approach 
may seem to honor the principle of commensuration 
between burdens and benefits. 

Unlike many market transactions, however, whole 
communities, acting as corporate bodies, would have 
to contract with those seeking to bury wastes. Other
wise, any single individual in the community could 
veto the transaction, resulting in the impasse attending 
libertarian approaches. 7 Communities could receive 
money to improve such public facilities as schools, 
parks, and hospitals, in addition to obtaining tax reve
nues and jobs that result ordinarily from business 
expansion. 

The major problem with this free market approach 
is that it fails to accord equal consideration to every
one's interests. Where basic or vital goods and services 
are at issue, we usually think equal consideration of 
interests reqUires ameliorating inequalities of distri
bution that markets tend to produce. For example, 
one reason, although not the only reason, for public 
education is to provide every child with the basic in
tellectual tools necessary for success in our society. 
A purely free market approach, by contrast, would re
sult in excellent education for children of wealthy 
parents and little or no education for children of the 
nation's poorest residents. Opportunities for children 
of poor parents would be so inferior that we would 
say the children's interests had not been given equal 
consideration. 

The reasoning is similar where vital goods are 
concerned. The United States has the Medicaid pro
gram for poor people to supplement market transac

tions in health care precisely because equal conSl(j. 
eration of interests requires that everyone be grwn a,. 
cess to health care. The 1994 health care debate In the 
United States was, ostensibly, about how to achieve 
universal coverage, not about whether or not Jllstlce 
required such coverage. With the exception of South 
Africa, every other industrialized country already has 
universal coverage for health care. Where vital needs 
are concerned. markets are supplemented or aVOided 
in order to give equal consideration to everyones 
interests. 

Another example concerns military service in time 
of war. The United States employed conscription dur· 
ing the Civil War, both world wars, the Korean War, 
and the war in Vietnam. When the national interest 
requires placing many people in mortal danger, it is 
considered just that exposure be largely unrelated to 
income and market transactions. 

The United States does not currently provide genu· 
ine equality in education or health care, nor did univer
sal conscription (of males) put all men at equal risk in 
time of war. In all three areas, advantage accrues to 
those with greater income and wealth. (During the Civil 
War, paying for a substitute was legal in many cases) 
Imperfection in practice, however, should not obscure 
general agreement in theory that justice requires equal 
consideration of interests. and that such equal con· 
sideration requires rejecting purely free market ap
proaches where basic or vital needs are concerned. 

Toxic substances affect basic and vital interests. 
Lead, arsenic, and cadmium in the vicinity of chil
dren's homes can result in mental retardation of the 
children." Navaho teens exposed to radiation fwm 
uranium mine tailings have seventeen times the na
tional average of reproductive organ cancer." Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) officials estimate that 
toxic air pollution in areas of South Chicago increast'S 
cancer risks one hundred to one thousand times." 
Pollution from Otis Air Force base in Massachusetts is 
associated with alarming increases in cancer rates .. 
Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma is related to living near 
stone, clay. and glass industry facilities, and leuke· 
mia is related to living near chemical and petroleum 
plants. 12 In general, cancer rates are higher in the 
United States near industries that use toxic substames 
and discard them nearby." 

In sum, the placement of toxic wastes affects basic 
and vital interests just as do education, health carf. 
and wartime military service. Exemption from markft 
decisions is required to avoid unjust Impositions on 
the poor, and to respect people's interests equally. A 
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child dying of cancer receives little benefit from the 
community's new swimming pool. 

Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) 

CBA is an economist's version of utilitarianism, where 
the sum to be maximized is society's wealth, as mea
sured in monetary units, instead of happiness or pref
erence satisfaction. Society'S wealth is computed by 
noting (and estimating where necessary) what people 
are willing to pay for goods and services. The more 
people are willing to pay for what exists in society, the 
better off society is, according to CBA. 

CBA will characteristically reqUire placement of 
toxic wastes near poor people. Such placement usually 
lowers land val~es (what people are willing to pay for 
property). Land that is already cheap, where poor 
people live, will not lose as much value as land that is 
currently expensive, where wealthier people live, so a 
smaller loss of social wealth attends placement of toxic 
wastes near poor people. This is just the opposite of 
what the Pri9-ciple of Commensurate Burdens and 
Benefits requires. 

The use of CBA also violates equal consideration of 
interests, operating much like free market approaches. 
Where a vital concern is at issue, equal consideration 
of interests requires that people be considered irre
spective of income. The placement of toxic wastes af
fects vital interests. Yet CBA would have poor people 
exposed disproportionately to such wastes. Ii 

In sum, libertarianism, utilitarianism, free market 
distribution, and cost-benefit analysis are inadequate 
principles and methodologies to guide the just distri
bution of toxic wastes. 

LULU POINTS 

An approach that avoids these difficulties assigns 
points to different types of locally undesirable land 
uses (LULUs) and requires that all communities earn 
LULU points. 15 In keeping with the Principle of Com
mensurate Benefits and Burdens, wealthy communi
ties would be required to earn more LULU points than 
poorer ones. Communities would be identified by cur
rently existing political divisions, such as villages, 
towns, city wards, cities, and counties. 

Toxic waste dumps are only one kind of LULU. 
Others include prisons, half-way houses, municipal 
waste sites, low-income hOUSing, and power plants, 
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whether nuclear or coal fired. A large depOSit of ex
tremely toxic waste, for example, may be assigned 
twenty points when properly buried but fifty points 
when illegally dumped. A much smaller deposit of 
properly buried toxic waste may be assigned only ten 
points, as may a coal-fired power plant. A nuclear 
power plant may be assigned twenty-five points, while 
municipal waste sites are only five points, and one 
hundred units of low-income hOUSing are eight points. 

These numbers are only speculations. Points would 
be assigned by considering probable effects of different 
LULUs on basic needs, and responses to question
naires investigating people's levels of discomfort with 
LULUs of various sorts. Once numbers are assigned, 
the total number of LULU points to be distributed in a 
given time period could be calculated by considering 
planned development and needs for prisons, power 
plants, low-income hOUsing, and so on. One could 
also calculate points for a community's already existing 
LULUs. Communities could then be reqUired to host 
LULUs in proportion to their income or wealth, with 
new allocation of LULUs (and associated points) cor
recting for currently existing deviations from the rules 
of proportionality. 

Wherever Significant differences of wealth or in
come exist between two areas, these areas should be 
considered part of different communities if there is 
any political division between them. Thus, a county 
with rich and poor areas would not be considered a 
Single community for purposes of locating LULUs. 
Instead, villages or towns may be so considered. A 
city with rich and poor areas may similarly be reduced 
to its wards. The purpose of segregating areas ofdiffer
ent income or wealth from one another is to permit 
the imposition of greater LULU burdens on wealthier 
communities. When wealthy and poor areas are con
sidered as one larger community, there is the danger 
that the community will earn its LULU points by plac
ing hazardous waste near its poorer members. This 
possibility is reduced when only relatively wealthy 
people live in a smaller community that must earn 
LULU points. 

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Political strategy is beyond the scope of this . . . , so I 
will refrain from commenting on problems and pros
pects for securing passage and implementation of the 
foregOing proposal. I maintain that the proposal is 
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just. In a society where injustice is common, it is 
no surprise that proposals for rectifications meet stiff 
resistance. 

Were the LULU points proposal implemented. en
vironmental racism would be reduced enormously. To 
the extent that poor people exposed to environmental 
hazards are members of racial minorities. relieving the 
poor of disproportionate exposure would also relieve 
people of color. 

This is not to say that environmental racism would 
be ended completely. Implementation of the proposal 
requires judgment in particular cases. Until racism is it
self ended. such judgment will predictably be exercised 
at times to the disadvantage of minority populations. 
However, because most people of color currently bur
dened by environmental racism are relatively poor. 
implementing the proposal would remove 80 to 90 
percent of the effects of environmental racism. While 
efforts to end racism at all levels should continue, re
ducing the burdens of racism is generally advanta
geous to people of color. Such reductions are espe
cially worthy when integral to policies that improve 
distributive justice generally. 

Besides improving distributive justice and reducing 
the burdens of environmental racism, implementing 
the LULU points proposal would benefit life on earth 
generally by reducing the generation of toxic haz
ards. When people of wealth. who exercise control of 
manufacturing processes, marketing campaigns. and 
media coverage, are themselves threatened dispropor
tionately by toxic hazards, the culture will evolve 
quickly to find their production largely unnecessary. 
It will be discovered, for example, that many plastic 
items can be made of wood, just as it was discovered 
in the late 1980s that the production of many ozone
destroying chemicals is unnecessary. Similarly. neces
sity being the mother of invention, it was discovered 
during World War 11 that many women could work in 
factories. When certain interests are threatened. the 
impossible does not even take longer. 

The above approach to environmental injustice 
should, of course, be applied internationally and in
tranationally within all countries. The same considera
tions of justice condemn universally, all other things 
being equal, exposing poor people to vital dangers 
whose generation predominantly benefits the rich. 
This implies that rich countries should not ship their 
toxic wastes to poor countries. Since many poorer 
countries, such as those in Africa, are inhabited pri
marily by nonwhites, prohibiting shipments of toxic 
wastes to them would reduce Significantly worldwide 
environmental racism. A prohibition on such ship

ments would also discourage production of dangerous 
wastes, as it would require people in rich COUntries to 
live with whatever dangers they create. If the principle 
of LULU points were applied in all countries, includ. 
ing poor ones, elites in those countries would lose 
interest in earning foreign currency credits through 
importation of waste, as they would be disproportion_ 
ately exposed to imported toxins. 

In sum, we could reduce environmental injustice 
considerably through a general program of distribu
tive justice concerning environmental hazards. Pollu
tion would not thereby be eliminated, since to live is 
to pollute. But such a program would motivate signifi
cant reduction in the generation of toxic wastes, and 
help the poor, especially people of color, as well as the 
environment. 
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For Further Discussion 

1. If, as Wenz suggests, cost should not determine 
where toxic sites are located. what should the cri
terion be? 
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2. Wenz suggests that in general those who derive 
benefits from public policy should be the same 
ones who sustain the burdens associated with that 
policy. If you apply that principle to such social 
practices as nuclear power, industrial pollution, 
wilderness preservation, and the growth of agri
business, what is the result? 

3. What does Wenz mean by LULU points? Do you 
find his proposal reasonable? Practical? 

4. Can you develop a response to Wenz's rejection of 
free market theories of justice? 

5. Would it be just for an impoverished community 
to accept toxic waste for pay? Should poor com
munities be free to accept a disproportionate bur
den for compensation? 

-------------------------------~-------------------------------
ous Environmental Perspectives: 

orth American Primer 

Winona laDuke is a Native American writer and ac . t. 
In this essay, she offers a Native American perspective 
avariety of environmental issues, with particular attention 
to the implications of environmental policy for questions of 
social justice. From uranium mining and processing to 
toxic waste disposal to stripmining, she offers evidence that 
native peoples bear a disproportionate burden ofenviron
mental destruction. Despite these burdens, native peoples 
reap few ifany benefits. laDuke reminds us that for m 
generations, numerous native cultures maintaine rtc
styles that today would be characterized as sustai Ie de
velopment. Unfortunately, these cultures hav ;ystemati
cally been devastated by the growth of ialism and 
industrial economies. 

PimaatlSiiwin, or the "good \' ," is the basic objective 
of the Anishinabeg and C people who have histori
cally, and to this day, upied a great portion of the 
north-central regio the North American continent. 
An alternative in 
ous birth." 

This is how we aitionally understand the world. 
ntial to this concept: cyclical think

ing and rec' I relations and responsibilities to the 
arth a Creation. Cyclical thinking, common to 

st igenous or landbased cultures and value sys
is an understanding that the world-time, and 

of the natural order including the moon, the 
tides, en, lives, seasons, or age-flows in cycles. 
Within ill understanding is a dear sense of birth and 
rebirth, an knowledge that what one does today 
will affect one the future-on the return. A second 
concept, recipro relations, defines the responsibili
ties and ways of rela between humans and the eco
system. Simply stated, "resources" of the economic 
system, whether wild ric 
animate, and as such, gifts 
that context, one could not ta ife without a recip
rocal offering, usually tobacco, or e other recogni
tion of the reliance of the Anishinabe 
There must always be this reciprocity. A . onally as
sumed in the "code of ethics" is an understan' that 
"you take only what you need, and you leave the rest." 


